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Between the lamppost and Cair Paravel on the eastern sea lies Narnia, a mystical land where

animals hold the power of speech . . . woodland creatures conspire with men . . . dark forces, bent

on conquest, gather at the worldâ€™s rim to wage war against the realmâ€™s rightful king . . . and

the great lion Aslan is the only hope. Into this enchanted world comes a group of unlikely travelers.

These ordinary boys and girls, when faced with peril, learn extraordinary lessons in courage,

self-sacrifice, friendship, and honor. These classic stories have enchanted millions around the

world. Radio Theatre brings them to life in this dramatized audio production. Recorded in London

with an all-star cast of Englandâ€™s brightest talent from the stage and screen, an original

orchestral score, and cinema-quality digital sound design, this innovative recording provides hours

of entertainment for the entire family. The Chronicles of Narnia includes The Magicianâ€™s

Nephew; The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe; The Horse and His Boy; Prince Caspian; The

Voyage of the Dawn Treader; The Silver Chair; and The Last Battle.
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Let me start by saying that I've read the Narnia books many times in the past 30 years and believe

they are some of the best fantasy books ever written. I was hesitant to buy this audio version as I do

not care for audio books in general. However, I was searching for something to listen to while



recovering from surgery and hoped that this would be better than an audio book since it is billed as

"Radio Theatre."WOW! The quality of the production (the music score, voices, sound effects...the

whole production) is outstanding. I have been able to visit Narnia in the quiet, dark comfort of my

room. It has been a truly enchanting experience to be able to go there with my eyes closed in a truly

relaxed state of mind.My heart was pounding during moments of suspense and I felt absolute joy

during the victories experienced in the various books...there were scenes that moved me to tears

(even though I knew what was coming...the anticipation was far greater listening to this production

that it is when I read the books). They did such a great job of capturing scenes such as Aslan

singing creation into being in the Magician's Nephew.I could go on like this for quite some time, but

hopefully you get the idea. I will listen to these stories again and again...it was also very nice to fall

asleep to. This set is a BARGAIN for $33.00. I am buying several more to donate to a local hospice,

as well as for Christmas and birthday presents.I absolutely recommend this specific version of the

Chronicles of Narnia to anyone from 8 to 88 who has even the faintest hint of imagination alive in

them! If you're old enough to be a fan of "old-time radio theatre," you'll find yourself in listener's

heaven for a lovely 22 hours!

Fifty years ago, the world was introduced to a fantasy series about another world when Peter,

Susan, Edmund, and Lucy entered Narnia through a magic wardrobe. Now anyone can enjoy the

stories in a new way thanks to these wonderful recordings.This set contains radio drama versions of

all seven books. There are a total of nineteen CD's and over twenty-six hours of adventure. Each

story has been fully dramatized and is presented with a full cast, sound effects, and background

music - everything to bring the story fully to life. The stories stick very close to the books. Paul

Scofield serves as our narrator, describing settings and actions so we aren't left out of a moment.

Additionally, Douglas Gresham, C. S. Lewis' stepson, gives us some trivia about the creation of

each book in his roll as host of the set.Of course, every adaptation is going to have some

drawbacks to fans from another media. The biggest for me is Aslan. I found his voice too slow for

my picture of the character. Scenes with a large number of people were often a little hard to follow

when the voices sounded similar. And do take the warning seriously. This set isn't for young

children as some parts could scare them. Over all, these are minor quibbles of a die-hard Narnia

fanatic.While nothing will replace the books, this set is another great way to enter a fun fantasy

world. I used it to make the miles fly by on a couple road trips. Highly recommended for Narnia fans

of all ages.



Focus on the Family did a wonderful job on all 7 stories. The dramatizations are terrific with music

and sound effects and voice acting that are all powerful and moving. The stories creatively add to

the stories (like the short introductory scenes for each story) without ever moving away from the

works by CS Lewis. I know the written stories very well. The dramatizations shorten the stories but I

never felt like anything was lost. My children went for the books to learn more after hearer the

productions. Altogether, these are great entertainment for kids and adults.As an aside, I enjoyed

these so much that I looked into the newly released unabridged readings for the same story. Each is

performed by a single actor. I heard the audiosamples and they are drastically less moving than the

productions by Focus on the Family. Make sure you buy the right set!

Where is the SIX star rating that this deserves? This CD or cassette series is worth the $100.00 I

paid for it when it came out a few years ago, but is worth much more now that it can be bought at

much lower prices! I'm a bit jealous of new purchasers.I have read the CoN perhaps 8 times. But

the last three times, I have interspersed them with this excellent radio presentation.I have listened to

these in both the (1) order in which they were written, and (2) the new chronological order. I am in

the midst of my fourth hearing, and I am thrilled and delighted every time by the faithfulness to the

books, the delivery and quality of the acting (a different actor per part) and the high quality

production of the music.And speaking of faithfulness to the books: I would say that they have done

a quality Readers Digest condensed version of the books -- where even the authors say it is hard to

tell what has been left out. At a guess, I'd say they have recorded 70% of the story, but have left in

98% (if not 100%!) of the important parts.This set is heads and shoulders better than the *very poor*

set done back in the late 70's by Michael York, Claire Bloom, and others, where huge gaps are

missing in the stories. Plus, they totally ignore the fact that certain events should build on what went

before -- but the prior events are not there. This is only reading, no music, no sound effects, no

nothing (avoid ISBN 0694524662).Not so this set! Prepare to be delighted. Lucy will tug at your

heartstrings -- and you'll want to rush over to England and adopt her. At the first hearing, I thought

Aslan could have been done better --but I have now warmed to this Aslan who is now an old

friend.Note that this set has 18 cassettes, as opposed to the non-recommended one which has 7

cassettes. Obviously much more of the story is included here in this Family Radio Theatre set!Buy

and enjoy!
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